Quality Assurance Policy
Spec Partners is committed to providing quality products and services to its clients in a consistent
and well-defined manner. The company recognises that to achieve this it must be capable of
identifying problem areas, defining solutions, implementing suitable corrective measures and
subsequently reviewing the effects of such changes; also that this process needs to be a
continuous and integral part of its operations.
The company acknowledges that it is through its partners and employees that the quality of the
company's products and services is realised. Therefore the company will devote resources to the
advancement of all individuals' knowledge, including quality issues through training and direct
involvement.
Spec Partners also acknowledges that their suppliers in turn can have a direct influence on the
final quality of associated products and services, as such the company will require vendors and
sub-contractors to provide adequate assurances of their own quality prior to engagement.
All partners and employees are expected to make themselves aware of and perform their
individual responsibilities within the quality system as defined in their personal standards of
performance and relevant procedural documentation. At the same time each is to be given the
freedom to suggest and implement, upon approval, modifications and improvements to the
system, thus ensuring their involvement in the company's progress along the quality route.
To maintain the relevance and adequacy of all policies, guidelines and procedures, they will be
subject to continuous evaluation at all levels within the company by means of internal quality
audits and reviews. Such corrective actions and reviews will be documented to confirm the
operation of the quality system. The members of the top management team acknowledge the
importance of having commitment to quality at the highest level and hereby endorse the
contents of the company quality assurance and procedures manuals.
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